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Paragraph - Definition

A short part of a text, consisting of at least 
one sentence and beginning on a new line. 

It usually deals with a single event, 
description, idea, etc.



Parts of a Paragraph

• Thematic sentence- It opens the 
essay and conveys the main thought;

• Details- which give additional 
information on the subject;

• A conclusion - tells about data, 
presented in the paragraph.



Important to Remember!

Remember that your paragraph 
should be simple and straight to 
the point, without heavy 
constructions and too many 
details. 



Topic Sentences

Paragraphs need to have topic sentences.  It is a way of 
organizing and expressing the main idea of the paragraph!

• It answers questions like why, how, or where.

• It has supporting sentences or relevant details.

• It can prove, explain, or describe something.



Example of a Paragraph
Fall is my favorite season.  The weather is perfect for 

outside activities. I like going on hikes with my brother and 
fishing with my dad. I look forward to the smell of a fire and the 
taste of burnt marshmallows. I love fall weather!



Indent

• Paragraph indentions in text books or stories to reinforce 
this lesson.

• Indents are moving the first line of a paragraph to the right 
and creating a space.

• It is usually 5 letter spaces.



Indent

• The first sentence of every paragraph should be indented 
to show where the paragraph begins.

• The rest of the sentences should be lined up on the left.  If 
using notebook paper, these sentences should line up on 
the pink or red line.



Indent Example



Example of a Paragraph

“Kim’s favorite thing was to spend time with her dog. She 
played with her dog every day after school.  She fed her dog two 
times a day.  In the afternoons, they would go for a walk together. 
Kim liked her dog a lot! Questions: What did Kim like? (her dog)  
What did she do with her dog? (played with it, fed it, went for a walk 
with it)  What is the paragraph about?  (Kim spending time with her 
dog)  This is a paragraph with a group of sentences that tell about Kim 
and her dog.”



Example of a Non- Paragraph

“Now listen to this:  Luke liked to play sports.  The tree was green.  
The clock stopped working.  Lions like to roar real loud. Questions: 
What is this about?  (Luke, a tree, a clock, and lions)   Is it a 
paragraph? (wait for answers)  No, because it’s not about one thing.  
It’s about completely different things.”



Paragraph 
Structure

Students require more recreational time in order to better 
focus on lessons in class. (TOPIC SENTENCE). 

In fact, studies have shown that students who enjoy a 
recess of more than 45 minutes score better on tests 
immediately following the recess period. (SUPPORTING 
SENTENCE) 

Research further suggests that physical exercise greatly 
improves the ability to focus on academic materials. 
(SUPPORTING SENTENCE) 

Longer periods of recess are clearly required to allow 
students the best possible chances of success in their 
studies. (CONCLUDING SENTENCE) 



Happy Writing!




